Original Article
For the purposes of screening, a 3-lead or single-lead ECG has been tried; however, the need for equipment and trained personnel for the interpretation has precluded its use for widespread community screening purposes in the background of insufficient evidence for screening.
An ideal screening technique must satisfy three important criteria -it must be rapid and preferably noninvasive, it must be available at low cost, and minimal training is desirable with a view to cover large populations, including remote areas. Apex-pulse deficit has been described as a clinical sign in patients with AF. This is the difference between the heart rate counted from heart sounds (in terms of apex beat) and peripheral pulse palpated at the radial artery. The deficit is seen in AF because some of the heartbeats which are audible do not produce a palpable pulse owing to the irregularity. A deficit of 10 or more has been described to indicate AF. [8] However, the sign has not been clinically validated, and the accuracy to identify AF is not known. We designed this study to determine the diagnostic accuracy of apex-pulse deficit to identify AF as compared to the gold standard of a 12-lead ECG.
methods
This was a prospective cross-sectional study among patients attending the cardiology outpatient department in a tertiary care center in southern India. The study was approved by the Institute Ethics Committee (no: JIP/lEC/2018/0203) and informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Inclusion criteria
1. Patients above the age of 30 years, with known AF (cases) 2. Patients above the age of 30 years, attending the cardiology outpatient clinic with conditions such as hypertension or coronary artery disease but not in AF (controls).
For each patient, informed consent was first obtained. Apex-pulse deficit was measured as described below by two operators. Immediately following this, a 12-lead ECG with a rhythm strip was recorded. Care was taken to avoid a delay longer than 5 min between the calculation of apex-pulse deficit and recording of the ECG.
Measurement of apex-pulse deficit
Two operators, both 3 rd year medical students, performed the measurements for all the patients after brief training. With the patient seated, operator 1 used a stethoscope to listen to the heart sounds, while operator 2 palpated the radial pulse. Once both the operators were ready, a timer was used to start counting simultaneously. Heart rate counted by each operator was recorded at the end of 30 s. The procedure was then repeated and the heart rate was recorded at the end of 1 min. The two operators interchanged their roles in different subjects to avoid bias. Apex-pulse deficit was calculated as the difference between the rates counted by the two operators at the end of 1 min. The apex-pulse deficit was also derived from the 30-s recording by multiplying the difference by 2. In addition, each operator also designated the rhythm as regular or irregular.
Analysis
The ECG was read by a cardiologist to identify the rhythm as AF or not AF. The use of an apex-pulse deficit measurement of more than 10 to identify AF was compared with this gold standard method. Based on these results, sensitivity and specificity of the apex-pulse deficit to identify AF were calculated. For the secondary endpoints, (1) the apex-pulse deficit calculated by doubling the difference at 30 s was compared with the measurement at 1 min and (2) receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed to identify the optimal cut-off of apex-pulse deficit to identify AF.
With a case-to-control ratio of 1:1, we estimated that a minimum sample size of 66 patients will be required to provide a power of 0.9 to detect an area under the curve of 0.7 using ROC curve analysis.
Results
A total of 70 patients were studied, 35 in sinus rhythm and 35 in AF. The baseline characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1 .
The mean heart rate (counted from apex beat over 1 min) was 81 ± 15 bpm in cases and 90 ± 20 bpm in the controls. Among the cases, eight patients had a heart rate of more than or equal to 100 bpm, while this was present in five patients from the control group.
Apex pulse deficit measured at 30 s and at 60 s was significantly larger for cases as compared to controls. Irregular pulse by palpation or auscultation was also more frequently noted in patients with AF [ Table 2 ]. None of the patients in the control group had premature atrial or ventricular beats on the ECG.
The analysis of apex-pulse deficit measured at 60 s to identify AF showed an area under the ROC curve of 0.86. The ROC Apex-pulse deficit at 60 s (median, 25 th and 75 th percentiles) 1 (0, 2.5) 16 (8, 26) curve is shown in Figure 1 . The analysis of apex-pulse deficit measured at 30 s to identify AF showed an area under the ROC curve of 0.75. The sensitivity and specificity for pulse irregularity and different cutoffs of apex-pulse deficit are listed in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The positive predictive value and negative predictive value of apex-pulse deficit of 10 or more to identify AF were 81.5% and 69.8%, respectively.
dIscussIon
In this study, we assessed the diagnostic accuracy of apex-pulse deficit counted over a minute to identify AF. We found that an apex-pulse deficit of 10 or more counted over 1 min identified AF with reasonable accuracy. Although apex-pulse deficit has been described as a clinical sign to identify AF, its diagnostic accuracy has not been studied before. This assumes importance in the current era where screening for asymptomatic AF is assuming importance given the potential to reduce strokes. The sensitivity of 62.8% and specificity of 85.7% suggest that it is a reasonably accurate method to identify AF. This makes it a promising approach for screening of AF in the community since it requires minimal training, is cheap, and takes only a couple of minutes to perform.
For a screening test, it is preferable to have a high sensitivity, even at the cost of loss of some specificity to reduce false negatives. Our ROC curve analysis suggests that a cutoff of 5 will improve the sensitivity to 80%, while the specificity is still 80%. This cutoff may be preferable for the use for screening.
We explored if counting for 30 s may be sufficient instead of for a full minute as this will significantly reduce the time taken for a measurement. However, this was less accurate to identify AF.
Apex-pulse deficit is likely to have reduced sensitivity to identify AF when the heart rate is well controlled. In our patients with AF, among the lowest tertile of heart rate (heart rate ≤78 bpm), only 15.4% had an apex-pulse deficit more than 10, whereas in the highest tertile (heart rate >90 bpm), 100% had an apex-pulse deficit more than 10. While this assumes significance in a hospital setting where the patients are already diagnosed with AF and are on treatment to control the ventricular rate, it may be less significant in a community screening of previously undiagnosed patients. If used for screening, an additional method of screening may be considered in patients with a controlled ventricular rate.
The sensitivity and specificity of irregular pulse/heartbeat detection seem to be better than the apex-pulse deficit. Similar studies using trained nurses have shown sensitivity ranging from 91% to 100%, while specificity ranged from 70% to 77%. [9] However, this is a subjective measure, and it is unclear if the accuracy in the identification of irregular pulse achieved in this study by medical students and in other studies by nurses would apply to other health-care workers.
Smartphone applications have been developed to screen for AF. A smartphone application using photoplethysmography to identify the pulse can help in screening for AF, according to late-breaking results from the DIGITAL-AF study presented at European Society of Cardiology (ESC) congress. [10] Blood pressure monitors have also been used for opportunistic detection and screening for AF and have generally shown sensitivity >85% and specificity >90%. [4] Our study looked at a low-cost, low-technology option that may be more applicable for large-scale screening.
In addition to evaluating apex-pulse deficit as a screening tool, our study also has value in being the first time, this classically described clinical sign in AF is evaluated in an evidence-based fashion. Our findings suggest that while this could be used as a clinical sign to identify AF with reasonable accuracy, the detection of an irregular pulse itself may have equal or better accuracy.
Limitations
A significant limitation of the study is the use of a two-gate design where patients with previously diagnosed AF were used as cases, while those without diagnosed AF were controls. Sensitivity and specificity measured from the study may not accurately reflect the sensitivity and specificity of apex-pulse deficit when used for screening in the community. However, it does provide a preliminary estimate of the utility as a diagnostic test.
Similarly, the prevalence of AF in the general population is expected to be much lower than 50%. The positive predictive value of the test in a population with a low prevalence of the condition would be much lower. As with any screening test, it would be preferable to use a prespecified population at higher risk, older age, for example, to reduce false positives.
conclusIon Apex-pulse deficit is a viable tool to identify AF. Using a cutoff of 5 may improve the sensitivity of AF detection. This raises the possibility of using apex-pulse deficit as a low-cost tool to screen for AF without the need for extensive training. However, an irregular pulse on palpation may be more sensitive and specific.
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